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Luxury Wood and Leather iPhone X Cases from Pad and Quill
Published on 11/01/17
Minneapolis based Pad and Quill today announces their brand new line of wood and leather
cases for the iPhone X. Featuring full-grain and veg-tanned leathers, FSC certified
hardwoods, traditional book binding techniques, and 25-year warranties. Every iPhone X
case is compatible with wireless charging and designed to take full advantage of all the
new iPhone X features. Every case is backed with our legendary warranty and satisfaction
guarantee.
Minneapolis, Minnesota - Announcing all new wood and leather iPhone X cases from Pad &
Quill. Generations of tradition, craftsmanship, and quality meet the iPhone X.
At Pad & Quill we strive to combine the very best old-world craftsmanship and highest
quality materials Nature has to offer with the best smartphone on the planet. The result
are some of the best iPhone X cases ever constructed. Our cases are crafted from
full-grain and veg-tanned leathers, cut from FSC certified hardwoods, are fully wireless
charging compatible, and are crafted to take full advantage of all the new iPhone X
features.
The Heritage Bella Fino case for iPhone X features super premium veg-tanned leather that
will age and patina while you use it. One of the only vegetable tanned leather iPhone
cases on the market, this case lets you create your own art! Like a blank slate, this case
will age, darken, and deepen in color and tone as you use it. We are including a small tin
of leather balm as well to help speed up the aging process and turn your leather iPhone X
case into a one-of-a-kind work of art. Currently available for $89.95 (USD).
The Bella Fino Wallet Case for iPhone X features full-grain leather, 5 card & cash
pockets, and now comes with a removable, rubber oil coated, snap-on case for added edge
protection and extra grip. By far our most popular iPhone wallet case to date, it is used
and trusted on thousands of iPhones across the world. This case is backed with a 25-year
leather warranty and will probably outlast your iPhone! Currently available for $99.95
(USD).
The Luxury Book for iPhone X is our classic wood and leather case for the iPhone X. It has
been featured in Wired, New York Times, BGR, and many others. Hewn from furniture grade
Baltic Birch, full-grain leather, and complete with a moleskine style elastic strap. This
case is like an old-world cloaking device for your iPhone X. Currently available for
$109.95 (USD).
Every case we make is backed with our legendary warranty and satisfaction guarantee. If
something isn't perfect with your case, we encourage all to reach out to us so we can make
it right. When you cloak your phone in a Pad & Quill case, you may find that the most
interesting thing about your iPhone X... isn't your iPhone X.
Pad & Quill:
http://www.padandquill.com/
iPhone X Cases:
http://www.padandquill.com/cases-for-iphone/iphone-x-cases.html
Bella Fino iPhone X Case:
http://www.padandquill.com/cases-for-iphone/iphone-x-cases/bella-fino-iphone-x-walletcase.html
Heritage Leather iPhone X Case:
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http://www.padandquill.com/cases-for-iphone/iphone-x-cases/heritage-bella-fino-iphone-x-walletcase.html
Luxury Pocket Book iPhone X Wallet Case:
http://www.padandquill.com/cases-for-iphone/iphone-x-cases/luxury-pocket-book-iphone-xwallet-case.html

Established in 2010, Pad & Quill makes versatile artisan-made bags and leather accessories
that blur the line between profession and play. Using only the highest quality materials
and workmanship, each piece is thoughtfully designed to meet the demands of a modern age
while honoring the traditions of the past; where so many brilliant ideas begin with a Pad
& Quill. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2017 Pad & Quill. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, OS X, iPhone, iPod, iPad and Macbook are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
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